We suggest and give some evidence that as an HII region expands and the O stars evolve into B giants, remains of the molecular clouds first appear as bright-rimmed clouds, then as cometary globules and finally as small clouds which are visible by the reflected light from the B giants. We propose to call the last of these 'reflection clouds' and all three categories collectively 'remnant clouds'. A list is presented of about 80 objects of these remnant clouds in the Ori OB 1 association. In the Belt region there is a beautiful spatial sequence from bright-rimmed clouds through cometary globules to reflection clouds. We suspect that retarded star formation in remnant clouds can explain the presence of so-called dispersed T Tau stars in the peripheries of OB associations.
Introduction
It is widely accepted that once OB stars form in a molecular cloud, they disperse it by ionisation or energetic stellar winds. But giant molecular clouds are usually very clumpy (e.g. Tatematsu et al. 1991) and so some of the high-density cores/clumps can persist. They are often found as bright-rimmed clouds or cometary globules in or around HII regions. Bright-rimmed clouds are surrounded and compressed by a curved ionisation/shock front on at least one side of their surface. Cometary globules are also surrounded by an ionisation front, but are found in very extended HII regions like the Gum Nebula or may not be directly associated with an HII region (see the list by Zealey et al. 1983 ). Therefore they probably correspond to a stage after bright-rimmed clouds. Due to their enhanced gas density, which hydrodynamical simulations of radiation-driven implosion indicate (e.g. Lefloch & Lazareff 1994) , retarded star formation takes place in both bright-rimmed clouds (Sugitani, Fukui & Ogura 1991; Sugitani & Ogura 1994; Sugitani, Tamura & Ogura 1995) and cometary globules (Reipurth 1983) .
After OB stars evolve into B giants and stop radiating strong Lyman continuum, cometary globules lose their ionised envelope and so are no longer prominent. Still they could be optically visible by reflecting interstellar light in the OB association, although presumably with a reduced brightness compared, in particular, to bright rims. In an attempt to detect such clouds and examine the above scenario we have undertaken a survey of Schmidt atlases and plates in the Orion OB 1 association and have found many likely objects. We propose calling these 'reflection clouds' and the three categories collectively 'remnant clouds'. Our follow-up observations for some of them confirm their molecular nature and show convincing evidence for low-mass star formation in at least some of them.
Selection Criteria and the Catalogue
Surveys of the Ori OB 1 Association have been made in a search for candidate reflection clouds as well as bright-rimmed clouds and cometary globules, using the SERC Equatorial EJ Sky Atlas in the b J band, the Second Palomar Sky Survey B Atlas and deep red plates taken with the UK Schmidt telescope. The survey area is the square of RA = 4
h 50 m to 6 h 10 m and Dec = −12 • 30 to +7
• 30 (1950) . The selection criteria are as follows. Bright-rimmed clouds should be immersed in bright HII regions, but contrary to our previous catalogues (Sugitani et al. 1991; Sugitani & Ogura 1994) we list all of them irrespective of association with IRAS point sources. Cometary globules are located far from bright HII regions or in their peripheries where at most faint Hα background emission is discernible, and their outline should be brighter on the red plates than on the IIIaJ plates, especially at their apex. Reflection clouds should also be located outside bright HII regions, but should be brighter on the IIIaJ plates than on the red plates. Further, they should lack obvious internal illuminating stars and have more or less sharp boundaries in contrast to ordinary reflection nebulae, which are generally very diffuse. Cometary globules generally have brighter outlines near the apexes than at the rest of their boundaries, whereas reflection clouds are more or less of uniform brightness over their boundaries and interiors. Still the discrimination between cometary globules and reflection clouds based only on Schmidt atlases is sometimes difficult and requires spectroscopic data on the rims. These criteria are admittedly subjective. Table 1 summarises the results. The first column gives the object number identified in Figure 1 . The second and third columns contain the 1950 coordinates of the cloud centre. Since most of the objects are more or less elongated with a sparse tail, the coordinates refer to the centres of their heads. The fourth and fifth columns give the apparent size and the cloud type, respectively. It is apparent from Figure 1 that remnant clouds of the three categories are essentially similar in size. The mean size of all the objects is 2 · 6 ×4 · 9 or 0 · 35 pc×0 · 66 pc at the adopted distance of 460 pc with the range of (0 · 4-14 · 0 )×(0 · 4-33 · 6 ) or (0·05-1 · 87 pc)×(0 · 05-4 · 49 pc). Identifications from previous catalogues are found in the last column. In addition to these objects one notices a huge structure of roughly cometary shape in the far south-western region. It stretches about 5 · 8
• with a width of roughly 40 . We name it Cometary Complex (CC)-A.
Discussion
In Figure 1 one sees that not only bright-rimmed clouds and cometary globules but also most reflection clouds have elongated tails. Figure 2 shows the surface distribution of all the objects in Table 1 together with the directions of their tails. The tails of nearby clouds are apparently aligned in a common direction. More interestingly all the clouds as a whole point roughly to a common centre, which is located somewhere in the Belt or Sword region. (As for the huge CC-A, the extension of its axis passes far north, but the bright part of its jagged outline appears to point to the Belt region.) The same trend was also found by Bally et al. (1991) in their CO (J = 1-0) and 13 CO (J = 1-0) survey in the outer Orion region. This suggests that these structures have been formed by a common action, which is most probably the UV radiation from the past and/or present O stars in the Ori OB1 Association. In particular for many clouds in the Belt region the shaping centre is the O7V star σ Ori, which is the exciting star of IC 434.
In the Belt region one finds a spatial sequence of the three categories of remnant clouds. Brightrimmed clouds including the Horsehead Nebula (object no. 52) are located closest to σ Ori. To the north-west of the star there are several cometary globules, among which Ori I-2 (object no. 40A) is the most prominent. Further to the north-west a group of reflection clouds (typified by object no. 27) are found. This beautiful arrangement strongly suggests the evolutionary sequence of remnant clouds starting from bright-rimmed clouds through cometary globules to reflection clouds. However, remnant clouds which are located far from the O star(s) may directly become cometary globules or reflection clouds. Table 1 . Ticks indicate the directions of their tails.
As already mentioned there is plenty of evidence for recent or ongoing star formation in bright-rimmed clouds and cometary globules. For selected reflection clouds in the Belt region we have carried out CO (J = 1-0), 13 CO (J = 1-0) and C 18 O (J = 1-0) observations as well as IR imaging. The molecular nature of the clouds has been confirmed and young stellar objects have been found associated with some of them. These results will be reported in a forthcoming paper (Nakano et al. 1998) .
One of the foci in recent studies of star formation is the so-called dispersed T Tauri stars, which are found far outside molecular clouds. Three explanations have so far been proposed as to their origin or nature: runaway T Tau stars (Sterzik & Durisen 1995) , star formation in high-velocity cloudlets (Feigelson 1996) and young main-sequence field stars (Briceño et al. 1997 ). In the Orion region identified many such candidates by using the ROSAT All Sky Survey. The objectiveprism Schmidt surveys of our group (Nakano, Kogure & Wiramihardja 1995 and references therein) have also detected altogether over 1000 Hα emission stars in a similar sky area to that of the present study. We suspect that retarded star formation in remnant clouds can explain the presence of dispersed T Tauri stars at least in the peripheries of Orion OB 1 and other OB associations.
